
Accessory & Mobility

Each week will walk you through the important steps of the rehab process:

At the end of each week, there will be a movement test for the following week. 
If you find pain with the provocative test, just reset and repeat the current week.

Provocative Test

Program Schedule

30 DAY BACK FIX PROGRAM  

Each week we will cover 
movement restrictions for your 
training. It’s important to adhere 
to these movement criteria and 
only progress when it’s time. Don’t 
run the risk of having a set back 
by trying to advance too early. Be 
patient and trust the process!

The CS Hip and Core System 
will be a staple of your rehab 
program. Using it daily will 
be important in solving your 
knee and/or back pain.

Each week will have extra 
mobility and accessory 
exercises to help you further 
your progress. They can be 
completed as additional parts 
of a workout program, or as 
a stand alone rehab plan. 

1 2 3
Movement Restrictions CS Hip & Core Training

The Crossover Symmetry 30 Day Fix programs are designed to solve the underlying movement 
issues that lead to pain, while promoting rest for the healing of injured and inflamed tissue.

First, complete the Red Flag Screen to determine if you are ready for the 30 Day Fix programs. As covered 
in the screen, these programs are for those with non-traumatic, low to moderate grade pain.



RED FLAG SCREEN  

Pain with traumatic onset (e.g.- fall, 
motor vehicle accident, or tweaked 
back from a heavy lift), should first 
seek medical attention. If pain 
is present, but due to overuse or 
progressive onset, this is not a red 
flag if all other screens are negative.

Significant atrophy or asymmetry 
of glute, thigh or calf. This can 
be a sign of progressive long 
standing neural involvement 
that needs further evaluation.

Aberrant movement during or 
returning from a forward bend, or 
when moving between sitting and 
standing, is a red flag. Examples 
are walking the hands on the 
thighs and obvious trunk shifts 
during these movements.

Swelling in or around any of 
the joints; persistent sensations 
such as burning, numbness, or 
tingling; and weakness preventing 
walking on the heels or toes; 
need further evaluation by a 
sports medicine professional.

RED FLAG 1:

Pain with Traumatic 
Onset

RED FLAG 2:

Atrophy and / or 
Asymmetry

RED FLAG 3:

Obvious Dysfunctional 
Movement

RED FLAG 4:

Radiating Weakness, 
Numbness, or Tingling 
Below the Butt



RED FLAG SCREEN  

RED FLAG 5:

Changes in Bowel or 
Bladder Function

Rapid changes in body weight 
with a history of cancer 
anywhere within the body.

It is normal to have some minor 
discomfort in the back when 
performing the Activation 
exercises. The goal is to work 
through this discomfort, 
as it should improve with 
the program. If an exercises 
is painful, first reduce the 
resistance or try the exercise 
modifications. If pain still 
persists, skip the exercise. 
Worsening pain or the need to 
skip more than than 3 exercises 
due to pain is a red flag.

RED FLAG 7:

Unexpected Weight  
Loss or Gain

RED FLAG 8:

Pain with 3+ Exercises 
when Using  
Hip & Core Activation

There should be improvements in pain and mobility with daily 
use of the Crossover Symmetry System. Even slight improvements 
mean you are on the right track and should continue with the 
program. If you are not improving within 2-weeks, this is a red flag 
and should prompt a visit to a sports medicine professional.

RED FLAG 9:

Not Progressing

Pain at all times, unrelieved 
with rest or inactivity.

RED FLAG 6:

Unable to Find a  
Position of Comfort



Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Accessory

Mobility

Warm-Up

Monday

(10 reps x 2 sets)
Bird Dog

(30 secs x 2 sets)
Side Plank

(20 reps x 2 sets)
Dead Bug

(20 reps x 2 sets)
Hip Thrust

(10 reps x 2 sets)
Bird Dog

(30 secs x 2 sets)
Side Plank

(20 reps x 2 sets)
Dead Bug

(20 reps x 2 sets)
Hip Thrust

(20 reps x 2 sets)
Supine Marches

(5 reps x 2 sets)
Rotational Plank

(10 reps x 2 sets)
Banded Curl-Up

(20 reps x 2 sets)

Anti-Rotation 
Step Out

(20 reps x 2 sets)
Supine Marches

(5 reps x 2 sets)
Rotational Plank

(10 reps x 2 sets)
Banded Curl-Up

(20 reps x 2 sets)

Anti-Rotation 
Step Out

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

Knees to Chest Knees to Chest Knees to Chest

Scorpion Scorpion Scorpion

Thoracic Rotation Thoracic Rotation Thoracic Rotation

Wall Facing Squats Wall Facing Squats Wall Facing Squats

(If indicated)
Ankle

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
Ankle

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
Ankle

Provocative Test 
Accessory 

Movements 
Pain Free

Daily Living 
Pain Free

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

30 DAY BACK FIX  
Regardless of the mechanism, back pain is typically associated with tight and guarded 
muscles, which causes a loss in segmental mobility of the spine. This causes pain and limits 
movement, making daily activities like dressing, tying shoes, and getting around difficult.

The first week of the program is focused on correcting muscle guarding through relative 
rest. This means resting the involved tissue, while beginning to address the underlying 
impairments in mobility and strength. This will help restore daily activities without limitation.

Restrictions

Cardio:
 ∙ Limit cardio to biking and walking

Workouts:
 ∙ No pulling from the floor, high 

impact movements,

 ∙ No bending of the spine  
(sit-ups, burpees, T2B, etc.)

General:
 ∙ No heavy lifting 

 ∙ Avoid repeated bending or 
quick rotation of the spine

WEEK 1

Click on the 
exercise 
for video 

instruction

https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/bird-dog/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/side-plank/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/dead-bug/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/hip-thrust-bench/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/bird-dog/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/side-plank/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/dead-bug/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/hip-thrust-bench/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/supine-march/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/rotational-plank/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-curl-up/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/anti-rotation-step-out/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/supine-march/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/rotational-plank/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-curl-up/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/anti-rotation-step-out/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/


Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Accessory

Mobility

Warm-Up

Monday

(10 reps x 3 sets)
High to Low Chop

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Hollow to 
Superman

CS Hip & Core 
Strength

CS Hip & Core 
Strength

(10 reps x 3 sets)
High to Low Chop

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Hollow to 
Superman

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Jefferson Curl 
(PVC)

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Extension 
to Neutral

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Wide Stance 
Rotation

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Jefferson Curl 
(PVC)

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Extension 
to Neutral

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Wide Stance 
Rotation

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
Ankle

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
Ankle

Provocative Test 
 All accessory 
and workout 
movements 

pain free

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

30 DAY BACK FIX  
As range of motion improves and pain decreases, it’s time to begin basic 
strengthening with light weights. This phase will progress over the next 2 weeks, 
with the goal being to restore full range of motion of the lumbar spine in all planes 
of motion, and to improve control and firing of the deep spine stabilizers.

Restrictions

Workouts:
 ∙ No heavy deadlifts, barbell cycling, or low bar back squats.

 ∙ Test all exercises for discomfort

General:
 ∙ Avoid heavy lifting

WEEK 2

Knees to Chest Knees to Chest

Scorpion Scorpion

Thoracic Rotation Thoracic Rotation

Wall Facing Squats Wall Facing Squats

Click on the 
exercise 
for video 

instruction

https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/high-to-low-chop/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/hollow-to-superman/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/high-to-low-chop/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/hollow-to-superman/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/jefferson-curl-pvc/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/extension-to-neutral/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/wide-stance-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/jefferson-curl-pvc/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/extension-to-neutral/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/wide-stance-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/


Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Accessory

Mobility

Warm-Up

Monday

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Hollow to 
Superman

CS Hip & Core 
Strength

(5 reps x 3 sets)

Jefferson Curl 
(Bare barbell)

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Hollow to 
Superman

CS Hip & Core 
Strength

(5 reps x 3 sets)

Jefferson Curl 
(Bare barbell)

Provocative Test 
Build to 70% 
Back Squat 

Pain Free

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

Ring Hold w/
Opposites

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Tall Med Ball 
Rotation Throw
(10 reps x 3 sets)

(10 reps x 3 sets)
DB Z Press

Ring Hold w/
Opposites

(10 reps x 3 sets)

Tall Med Ball 
Rotation Throw
(10 reps x 3 sets)

(10 reps x 3 sets)
DB Z Press

30 DAY BACK FIX  
Continue working on progressing strength and improving range of motion with 
a new series of accessory movements. Feel free to start trying new movements 
that were once painful, but they must be done as part of a focus technique 
session before they can be incorporated into a high intensity workout.

Restrictions

Workouts:
 ∙ No heavy deadlifts, barbell cycling, or low bar back squats

 ∙ Test all exercises for discomfort

General:
 ∙ Avoid heavy lifting

WEEK 3

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
Ankle

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
AnkleKnees to Chest Knees to Chest

Scorpion Scorpion

Thoracic Rotation Thoracic Rotation

Wall Facing Squats Wall Facing Squats

Click on the 
exercise 
for video 

instruction

https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/hollow-to-superman/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/hollow-to-superman/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/back-pain/topic/back-accessory-exercises/quizzes/plank-with-opposites/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/tall-med-ball-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/z-press/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/back-pain/topic/back-accessory-exercises/quizzes/plank-with-opposites/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/tall-med-ball-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/z-press/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-pigeon/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/banded-hip-flexor/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/test/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/knees-to-chest/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/scorpion/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/t-spine-rotation/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/facing-wall-squats/


Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Accessory

Mobility

Warm-Up

Monday

(10 reps x 3 sets)
Barbell Rollout

(30 reps x 3 sets)
Mountain Climber

(10 reps x 3 sets)
Barbell Rollout

(30 reps x 3 sets)
Mountain Climber

(10 reps x 3 sets)
Rower Pike

(10 reps x 3 sets)

KB/DB Pull 
Through

(5 reps x 3 sets)
Turkish Get-Up

(10 reps x 3 sets)
Rower Pike

(10 reps x 3 sets)

KB/DB Pull 
Through

(5 reps x 3 sets)
Turkish Get-Up

Provocative Test 
Are You 

Pain Free?

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

CS Hip & Core 
Activation

(2 times/day)

30 DAY BACK FIX  
The focus in this final week is to return to training unrestricted (but only with perfect 
form.) Continue working with the accessory and mobility exercises, and continue adding 
movements once they have been cleared (tested as part of a technique session).

There is an increased incidence of low back pain recurrence within one year of initial injury, so 
it is imperative to make sure form is perfect and loads are managed well. This not only will help 
protect your spine, but also make you a more efficient and better athlete. Consider not writing 
any scores on whiteboard for the next month to allow focus on form rather than scores.

Restrictions

Workouts:
 ∙ Build Sumo deadlift to 80%, then progress traditional deadlift 

 ∙ Progress lifts no more than 10% / week

 ∙ Prioritize weightlifting drills

 ∙ Focus on technique, not weight or speed

General:
 ∙ Limit Intensity and volume

WEEK 4

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
Ankle

Banded Pigeon

Banded Hip Flexor

(If indicated)
AnkleKnees to Chest Knees to Chest

Scorpion Scorpion

Thoracic Rotation Thoracic Rotation

Wall Facing Squats Wall Facing Squats

Click on the 
exercise 
for video 

instruction

https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/rollouts/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/mountain-climber/
https://trainingzone.crossoversymmetry.com/courses/fitness-hc/lessons/cs-hip-core-pain/topic/accessory-exercises/quizzes/rollouts/
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